Chapter: 3093
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“Don’t think I’ll forgive you if you give me some strawberries.” Sophie
shouted.
Forgive her? What does it mean? She has never offended this person,
so how can she forgive her? Zhao Yinuo looked at the person in front
of him curiously, with a very strange expression.
“Okay you, you forgot all about it, look, this is you Zhao Yinuo, you
forgot our promise at that time! Did you say you want to open a
gourmet restaurant? Did you say you want to make delicious food for
me to eat? What?” Sophie pointed to her nose and shouted.
In an instant, Zhao Yinuo was confused, gourmet restaurant? It’s
obviously what she wants to drive, okay, make food for her? Obviously
she is going to pester herself to do it!
This girl really dares to say anything in order to achieve her own goals.
“I don’t care! Zhao Yinuo, you promised me before that you would
open a gourmet restaurant with me.” Sophie suddenly sat on the
ground and shouted coquettishly.
He really owed her in his last life, so that he would be tortured by her
in this life, Zhao Yinuo patted his palm, turned around and left directly.
Finally, everyone understood the purpose of Sophie’s arrival, so they
relaxed their guards and no longer had any defenses against her,
because they all knew in their hearts that Sophie, like Zhao Yinuo, had
lost their previous memories.
That’s not bad, it’s better than the previous Sophie who thought about
framing Zhao Yinuo every day.
Gu Wang raised his head and looked at the sky above, a hint of relief
flashed in his eyes.
“What are you doing?” Sophie patted his shoulder hard and asked
loudly.
“It’s okay.” Gu Wang replied lightly.
“That, are you and that Tianxiang very familiar?” Suddenly, the person
in front of him continued to ask.
Ok? Tianxiang? How could she suddenly ask such a question? Gu
Wang looked away and looked at her, only to realize that her cheeks
had turned red.
Is she shy? No way? Does she like that Tianxiang? Gu Wang looked
suspiciously at the person in front of him, wondering in his heart.
“Sophie, what’s the matter with you? Do you like that Tianxiang?” Gu
Wang stared at her carefully and hurriedly asked.
What are you doing? All the fuss? Is it necessary to be so surprised?
Could it be that he can like Zhao Yinuo, but can’t he like Tianxiang
himself ? What’s the point of this?
“No, why are you… oh, that, no, you like that Tianxiang, right? Go
after him if you like it.” Gu Wang replied immediately.
Unexpectedly, Sophie, who has lost her memory, actually fell in love
with Tianxiang. I don’t know if this is a wonderful fate? Anyway, as
long as it’s not evil.
“What do you want to do? Say it!” Gu Wang patted her back and
muttered.
“Well, I want to invite him to dinner.” Sophie lowered her head and
said shyly.
What is this, she suddenly became so shy, which made herself a little
awkward.
“Hey, can you be normal? It seems like the first time I’ve seen you shy
in such a long time.” Gu Wang said deliberately.
“Oh, I hate it, people are thin-skinned!” Sophie said coquettishly.
Can you pull it down, she’s thin-skinned? Before he married Zhao
Yinuo, he didn’t know who came to his company every day to pester
him.
Gu Wang glanced at her with a playful look in his eyes.
However, in fact, this is fine, at least even if the person in front of her
recovers her memory, and the raw rice has already been cooked, she
will no longer pester herself.
“Gu Wang, what bad idea are you thinking about?” Sophie pinched his
arm hard and asked quickly.
“No, what bad idea can I have? Okay, hurry up and get busy!” Gu
Wang left immediately.
Regarding the gourmet restaurant, Zhao Yinuo and Sophie Fei
discussed it and decided to open a small gourmet restaurant, because
Zhao Yinuo usually helps Mrs. Lin to cook those flowers.
“Oh, why do you still care about these flowers? Why don’t you make
more dishes and make more money?” Sophie murmured softly while
busy.

